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Rings Out
The Old
by C. Johnson Taggart
The growth of Ker.yon and of
Gambier is parallelled by the
growth of Gambier's telephone
service. The Ohio Central Telep-
hone Company's new exchange
tehind Farr Hall is expected to
o into service on November 6.
it will add 60 lines to the
ITamber now available in Gam- -
bier, allow for the servicing of1UV, -
iwice as many icicpnuncs as die
serviced by the present exc-
hange, permit a subscriber who
moves from one address in Gamb-
ier to another to keep his old
number, and make possible the
addition of six new pay telep-
hones to the 20 now used by the
college. But it also spells the end
of an illustrious Kenyon instituti-
on the push-butt- on pay telep-
hone.
The buttons, which, until tha
beginning of the present college
rear, enabled Kenyon students to
call Gambier or Mount Verno:i
without using a dime, are not
compatible with the system of
the new exchange.
The old exchange on Brooklyn
Street, which is being phased out,
once served Martinsburg as well
as Gambier. In 1950, the two vill-
ages together had 500 telephones
A separate exchange was built at
JIartinsburg in 1958.
Since then, the Gambier exc-
hange has grown to 1,000 telep-
hones, which are served by 300
lines, most of them "party lines."
It has almost reached the limit of
its capacity. The new exchange
will have 360 lines and be able
to service 2,000 telephones.
Each of the 20 pay telephones
now in service in Gambier has a
private line, and each of the six
new ones will also have one.
There is a pay telephone in every
dormitory or division except
Manning Hall, Bushnell Hall, and
last Division (Sigma Pi). The
East Division telephone was
moved to the second floor of Farr
Hall to accommodate the students
tee, who otherwise would be
ver 200 paces away from the
nearest telephone, in the David
Continued on page 6
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Green Hornet slings again. See story, page 3.
Deputy
Cleans
by Jonathan Battle
From the driver's seat of his 1960 Chevrolet sedan Deputy
Marshal Richard McGinnis casts a watchful eye over Gambier.
Appointed last April, Deputy
Marshal McGinnis has neither
pursued bank robbers nor shot
at murderers. His home has not
been marched upon by angry
students. As a matter of fact,
his tenure so far as the village's
chief peace enforcer has been
singularly uneventful. Neverthe-
less, there are matters much less
exciting which merit the need of
a constable in a village like Gam-
bier.
The chief concern of Deputy
Marshal McGinnis at the present
is the flagrant disregard many
Gambier residents (both College
and non-Colleg- e) seem to ex-
press for traffic laws. One well-kno- wn
law is that which states
that a car must come to a stop at
an octagonal sign marked "Stop."
Forty-eig- ht out of fifty-thr- ee
Gambier motorists did not stop
at such a sign in one count taken
recently by the new Deputy Mar-
shal. Another traffic problem is
speeding. Many Gambierers are
unaware that the speed limit up
the hill into the village is 35,
changing to 25 at the Alumni
House and finally 20 at the Gam-
bier Elementary School. In this
last zone "sudden death" would
come to anyone convicted of ex-Contin- ued
on page 6
and John Smyth
asked about last Saturday s
smiled and said, 'Beautiful
goal on a penalty kick halfway
through the second period. Wil-
mington's goal was the only
spark that the Lords needed, and
seconds later,a mere twenty
Kenyon returned the insult when
Ned Smyth passed to Art Jack-
son who rammed the ball past
the Quaker goalie and scored.
For the remainder of the second
quarter the Lords pelted the Wil-
mington goalie, who managed to
hold the Lords to a 1- -1 tie until
halftime.
THE SECOND HALF opened
Continued on page 5
Soccer Mauls
Wilmington, 4-- 1
by Steve Scott
Coach Harrison rarelv shows total satisfaction with one
01 his athletic teams, but when
game against Wilmington, he just
that's all I can say."
The Kenyon Soccer team
owed poise, power, and the
Potential for a season much bet-t- er
than
.500 by disposing of Wil-
mington last Saturday, 4-- 1. Led
f the strong forward line of
ed Smyth, Craig Jackson,
ndy St. John, Ray Rainka and
lp Lowery, the Lords domin-te- d
the play, outshooting the
VlS!t'ng Quakers 45 to 10.
EVEN THOUGH the Lords
eld a steady edge throughout
she first quarter and most of the
second, Wilmington opened the
Sconng witn their first and only
TXT
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McGinnis
Up Town
Lanning Hopes
For Changes
In the Review
by Andrew Bergman
"They'll be some changes
made" may be the September
song at the Kenyon Review as
well as at HMH Publications. In
a recent interview, Mr. George
F. Lanning, Acting Editor of the
Reuieu;, stressed that until Mr.
Macauley has reached a decision
concerning the permanence of his
stay at Playboy, he felt his job
was to conduct the magazine as if
Mr. Macauley were here. Al-
though he couldn't make any de-
finitive statements about changes
in the Review, he did discuss his
hopes for its future.
"We'd like to have up to six
issues covering approximately the
period of the academic year," he
said and outlined the advantages
of increasing the frequency of
publication. "The Review could
be more topical in literary and
general cultural matters. For in-
stance" he added, "at present we
can seldom chime in when a
lively and controversial topic
comes along, because by the time
we've got to press the issue is a
dead one.
"Practically speaking," Mr.
Lanning continued, "the more of-
ten a periodical appears, the more
often does it remind the reading
public that it's available.
"I would hope in any event
. . . .
.
: 1 ,.rrt
even it it s some nine ueiuic w
can increase tne number of issues
to have more articles on paint-
ing, sculpture, the performing
arts and far more coverage of the
foreign scene, (though this is
very difficult)" he observed.
Mr. Lanning described in some
detail the type of essay he thinks
will be suitable material for the
Review. "I'm also looking for es-
says on literature and culture that
possess some of the literary qual-
ities of the subject under discus-
sion."
"There seems to me no justifi-
cation for the kind of criticism
that extinguishes or exhausts any
interest the reader may ever have
Continued on page 6
Nazarene College
Joins the Chase
by Jim Fine
By 1969 Kenyon will not only have an entirely feminine
companion up the path, but a co-e- d brother down the road.
Thus it was decided when the board of trustees of a soon-to-be-foun- ded
Nazarene College chose to locate their new facility in
Mount Vernon.
The decision rewarded an
enthusiastic effort by the local
Chamber of Commerce to garner
the prize for Mount Vernon. The
Columbus area, Coshocton, Lon-
don, and Springfield, Ohio had
all vied for the prize which was
awarded by unanimous vote of
the board to Mount Vernon. After
hearing that the church group
was looking for a suitable loca-
tion for a new college from mem-
bers of the local Nazarene con-
gregation, Chamber of Com-
merce officials began investigat-
ing the possibility of bringing
the new institution to Mount
Vernon.
Their work began in April, and
by September the Chamber had
found land for the proposed
school, and had raised money to
buy it. The land on which the
college will be built is a 200 acre
tract currently owned by Ohio
State University known as the
Lakeholm Farm. The "farm" :s
located just south of Rt. 229,
about a mile from "downtown"
Mount Vernon. Funds in excess
of $200,000 have been pledged by
die industries, businesses and cit- -
izens of Mount Vernon to pur- -
chase the land from O.S.U., and
to turn it over to the college.
Mr. James L. Dally, executive
vice-preside- nt of the Mount Ver-
non Area Chamber of Commerce,
conjecturing on the trustees' de- -
cision to locate in Mount Vernon,
explained that although small,
Mount Vernon is a progressive
city, and observed that the Lake-hol- m
site is an ideal situation for
a college. Also mentioned was
the fact that the community of
Mount Vernon is already some- -
what acclimated to the collegiate
element in its society by the
presence of Mount Vernon Bible
College, Mount Vernon Academy,
and Kenyon. Thus college offic-
ials need be less concerned with
their school's impact on the com-
munity.
In a more pragmatic vein Mr.
Dally spoke, somewhat aside, of
the accessibility of the area to
water lines and sewers.
The Rev. Stephen Nease, Presi-
dent of the new college, also
stated, in a Collegian interview,
that the location was indeed
ideal, and added that Mount Ver-
non was central to the primary
area expected to be served by the
new school. That area is "Zone
Continued on page 6
The Collegian is sad to announce the death of Jacqueline
Boone Watts, wife of Earl Richard Watts II, at the River-
side Hospital in Columbus, Ohio, on Wednesday, September
28th. Mrs. -- Watts had been a resident of Gambier for two
years, following the appointment of Mr. Watts to the athletic
department of Kenyon College. She is survived by her
husband, her sons Earl Richard Watts III and David
O'Donnell Watts, aged five and seven, and by her mother
and an uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Richard O'Brien, of
Baltimore, Maryland.
Mrs. Watts was well-know- n and more than well-like- d by
a large part of the Gambier and college communities. She
was active in the Hill theater and Harcourt parish, of which
she was a member. Funeral services will be held in Balti
more.
r - "
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Nazarene Nease
Broom Case Is
Open and Shut
With Security Officer James
Cass periodically inspecting
dormitory rooms for cleanliness,
students have voiced concern over
janitorial facilities in the dormi- -
tories. Accordingly, Maintenance
Superintendent Harry Roberts
appeared at last week's student
council meeting to defend the
availability of these facilities.
After the loss of maid service
a few years ago, Mr. Roberts pro-
claimed that broom closets
throughout the campus would be
open for use by students so tha:
they might maintain some sembl- -
ance of cleanliness if they so de-
sired. Mr. Roberts assured the
student council that closets re-
main open to dirt-feari- ng stu-
dents.
Vaguely suspecting that there
weren't as many brooms available
as there might be, a Collegian
staff member made a thorough
check of all the dormitories on
campus. Judging by what was
found, Officer Cass is likely to en-
counter slum conditions in the
rooms.
Starting with the freshman
dormitories, all broom, janitor,
and service closets were checked.
In Norton Hall, one closet on the
second floor was open, and none
on the first floor. The situation
at Gund appeared to be a bit bet-
ter. Two broom closets were un-
locked on the first floor, and one
on the second.
Lewis and Watson Halls fared
much the same as neighboring
Continued on page 5
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IFC Inaction
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At last Monday's meeting of Student Council, the repre-
sentatives of several divisions expressed dissatisfaction over the
inactivity of the IFC and its judiciary board in matters con-
cerning rush violations.
Although the rush rules have been largely rewritten this
year, and are now extremely vague and unrestrictive, almost
every upper-classma- n knows of several instances of freshmen
being served hard liquor, or of high kegs being substituted at
parties. Many know freshmen who are walking around campus
with pins in their pockets. The members of Student Council
are no exception. One divisional representative remarked that
any fraternity which did not engage in dirty rush would find
itself at a severe disadvantage. The others admitted that guilt
is universal.
Yet the IFC seems unable to do anything. Indeed, in the
past two years, we can remember only two occasions when the
committee actually acted. One case involved a deliberate,
publicized violation by a fraternity of what it considered an
unfair IFC ruling. The other was raised by an independent
who had witnessed an illegal party and become so vocal in his
indignation that the committee was embarrassed into acting.
Last year, specific charges which were brought by one fratern-
ity against several others were dropped for lack of a second.
After the members of Student Council had expressed their
knowledge of universal guilt, Mr. Goode, the representative of
Alpha Sigma Chi, suggested hesitantly that a group of inde-
pendents be be charged with investigating rumors of illegal
rushing. This proposal was greeted by a oud chorus of nega-
tives from most of the other members.
When pressed for a reason for his disapproval, Mr. Green-ber- g,
the representative of Sigma Pi, declared that such a
group would not be properly "sympathetic." He expressed the
belief that fraternities should be tried by their peers.
However, in light of the preceeding discussion, it seems
apparent that trial by peers is trial by co-conspirat- ors, that it
is entirely too "sympathetic," and involves no more than a
knowing wink.
We all know that rush rules are being violated. If the
fraternities are unwilling to police themselves, we can only
suggest that the power to do so be taken away from them, and
a complaint box be installed in Dean Edward's office, with all
complaints being investigated by the Dean and the Judicial
Board.
Letters
To the Editor:
After several months of investi-
gation, the Campus Planning
Committee has issued a report
detailing some of the problems
inherent in the present Kenyon
Grading System. Too few stu-
dents are actually aware of some
of the difficulties which the pres-
ent system imposes upon them
when they apply to graduate
schools across the country. Many
of these schools, not employing
the "plus" in their own system,
simply do not recognize the
"plus" grade in our system and
eliminate it when recalculating
our cumulative averages.
In practice, this means that at
graduate and professional schools
such as Harvard, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania, Northwestern,
and even Ohio State, your C in
British Lit. is a mere C and your
IV2 units of credit in Bio. 11-- 12
at the B level is only a B. Your
grade point average can drop
from a 3.1 to a 2.7 simply because
you choose to apply to a graduate
school without a "plus" system.
The Student Council considered
this critical matter on Monday
and has unanimously recom-
mended to the Faculty Council,
through the Campus Senate, that
all grades be recorded on perma-
nent transcripts in numbers (as
3.5, 3.0, 2.5, etc.) rather than in
letters. Results of a comprehen-
sive questionnaire indicate that
the .5 designation would NOT be
dropped as is the "plus." This is
a matter which MUST be con-
sidered immediately. This is a
matter which the Faculty Council
should meet with an open mind
and a willingness to accept, at
least tentatively, the ideas pro-
posed by the student members of
the college community. The ac-
tion should quite obviously be re-
troactive so that present seniors
would have the advantage of this
new system.
The Executive Dean at the
Ohio State University says, "I
can well appreciate the frustra-
tion which you may be experi-
encing in attempting to get grad-
uate schools to accept the plus() marks . . . Realistically, I
do not believe that you are going
to be able to convince the grad-
uate schools that they should re-
cognize these marks." The Dean
at Harvard's Law School reported
that "We compute a cumulative
average from the undergraduate
transcript disregarding plus and
minus designations." And the
Dean at the University of Cali-
fornia states that "It seems to me
that numerical reporting would
be the best vehicle for accurate-
ly conveying grading informa-
tion." On and on these comments
go. Kenyon is not the easiest
place to earn a grade and then to
have it whittled away by the
grading and recording system
seems to me to be a most
less waste. This is truly a matter
for student concern!
Bill S. Schnall '67
Chairman
Campus Planning Committee
Le masters
Fine Clothes For Men
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Compliments of
Peoples Bank
of Gambier
Member of F.D.I.C.
Fisher On Film:
Shane Again -- L'Aventuu
To Set Cinematic Spell
The Collegian inadvertantly
omitted the last paragraph of my
remarks on "Shane" in the last
issue. Unfortunately, the para-
graph continued the point. I've
decided to publish it this week,
and elaborate further.
On Cemetery Hill, overlooking
the town where Riker's men wait
for a showdown, the homestead-
ers gather solemnly to bury one
of their own. The Lord's Prayer
is recited. The body is lowered.
"Dixie" is played over the open
grave. Joey's attention strays to
a colt. When he strokes its neck,
a little girl admonishes: "You're
gonna get bit." This is the tech-
nique of the entire film: within
the framework of dramatic events
(the movie-create- d myth of the
winning of the West), humble
reportage of the lives of the
homesteaders as they must have
been.
These worlds interact, and yet
are always distinct. Shane admits
the distinction in the dialogue
which precedes the showdown;
Shane: You've lived long enough,
Riker. Your day is done.
Riker: What about yours, gun-slinge- r?
Shane: The difference is I know
it.
The point of interaction is
young Joey, who, like ourselves,
has a kind of mythic concept of
of Shane that neither his father
nor Shane himself shares. This is
established by the film's first dia-
logue. Joey, who has watched
Shane's approach with mounting
excitement, runs to his father and
announces, "There's a stranger
coming!" His father, without
looking up from his work, replies,
"Well, let him come." Later, Joey
can't understand why Shane
doesn't wear his gun into town.
Starret explains that Shane
hasn't gone to hold the place up;
he points out that he himself does
not wear guns into town. Joey
replies, "Yes, but they go with
him."
Shane, recognizing that the
gunslinger's day is past, never-
theless is careful to observe the
ritual when acting as a gunsling-e- r.
So. while Starret and Riker
debate their rights to the land,
Shane and Wilson court each
other in a ceremony where each
drinks water from the same ladle.
And before the showdown Shane
scrupulously baits his opponents.
I'd like to stress the fact that
CAl
photography
William's Flower Shop
1 14 South Main St.
Tel. 392-207- 6, 392-208- 6
the two worlds of the film ...
not simply a literary device 7
are established visually t'.
aurally. There is a good exam
in the scene where the St-
rides up to Starret's farm to
a-nou-
nce
the death of Tory, St-- ret
and Shane are water-horse- s
when the Swede, shout?
excitedly, approaches. The sou;-o- f
his shouting and the sight'
his approach are cut off time
Qfjain Viv thf whin.;..- -6n j ...u,ul;11,s
stamping of the horses in tb
foreground.
I haven't seen "L'Aven'op
in five years, so I will not j-- .
tempt to review it. When I 5-- it
I didn't like it; it was bori
For me, at that time, a film p
primarily a story. I had to
mit, however, that I sat Uitoul
it but only because I could;
take my eyes off of Monica Vjr
am looking forward to seeing
this weekend, and now I ask ;
more of it than that it pre,-!- ::
me with the opportunity to k:;
at Monica Vitti for two houn.
Monica Vitti has stayed r;;
me and so has the mood of i
film. I ask myself why. Of wb
occurs I remember little ex:;:
that it ostensibly turns about;
search for a lost lady. Andtfa
is very little dialogue. I conclu:;
that the evocation of mood in-cinemati- c,
not literary, lb
should make it very interesthj.
Knox County Auto Club
Phone 392-482- 1
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jew Store, Old Name g" t:
.no Qnllo h Oo Green Hornet Still at Large
A dozen or so black clad mourners stand beside an open grave
tj;c store uci-uia-u j - wi ixcn.yun men. xvumors ","i,wi'' wifrco uaeiess vuivyy. s pu uce car, srren
f lloons
nangn.g u Ui inoignani student had muted, moves respectfully toward the graveside. A young man in
. , Jim Hayes and all of written to Governor Rhodes were
County celebrated the unfounded, but Mr. Hayes was taste'ul mou9 dress glances uneasily around the circle of mourn- -
opening of Hayes' Grocery, concerned enough to consult ers an& back to the approaching car. Heads bow as prescribed for
'TLriroftne Sma"" J' bHef silent and er spectator withdraws a vaguely pistol
of creeping commercial- - In the meantime, as the Board s'iape 1rom his coat. Finger twitches. The nervous man groans,
Commercialism, ' in fact, of Trustees decides the fate cf doubles and collapses on the grave. No sound, no flash. Object again
"nt not at all, but jumped an Hayes' old building, which the 0f i, jth murderer thos artled from their PoliceSock prayer.from one end of College owns, Jim Hayes looks
--
.e Avenue to the other, as forward to serving the Kenyon rush lrom their car- - But the young man who wished to tell them
jHayes moved his store from community. "Tell 'em to come on something has been shot down. Another case for the Green Hornet,
former location into newly- - in and look the place over; I ,hlS mhful servant Kato and hls rollin3 arsenal Blach Beauty.'j but not -- quite - completed sure hope they like it."
Hall,
Tae new store is bigger, bright- -
s. and better-stock- ed than the
"jj. Mr. Hayes, Mrs. Temple, and
y Arnold are homey as ever,
.., ere is little else in the
sporium that is quaint. The
retailing spirit attested to by
it shopping carts, the new fix-re- ;,
the cash registers, and the
ieck-o- ut lines is one cf
::dernity. Everything is direct-s- i
toward convenience. There is
a IN door and an OUT door,
si clearly marked. There are
r;de aisles and well-order- ed
selves. There are two cashiers
zi a packer, all of them cour-joi- is
and efficient. At one of the
:h registers, Ardelle (Mrs. Al
ie Barber) Temple points with
pride to Banker Ray Brown's
::mng day floral tribute as she
astions that, just beside it,
Phillip's Milk of Magnesia is on
Sale at a special bargain price.
After all, business is business.
Mr. Hayes Iiimself, looking
talent and prosperous, is
mighty pleased'" with his new
.tore. Drinking a Coke and taking
a inventory of his lettuce, he
iftke to a Collegian reporter, his service employees.
ech punctuated by words like Working with Saga.
merchandising" and "competi-tan.- "
Today Jim Hayes thinks in
xrms of serving the entire Knox
County area; he heralded his
".ore's opening with a full-pa- ge
frertisement in the Mount Ver-"- m
News, and feels that the inv-
estment paid off. His customers
alude village residents, Ken- -
Waiters Serve Now
As Saga Tells How
The most recent typewritten, clean-shave- n, well-barbere- d, and
fingerprint-smudge- d monograph should have short, clean finger-t- o
be passed around the Kenyon nails.
campus to be snickered over is
a booklet created with optimism
and sanctimony by the Saga
Food Service of Menlo Park,
California. Viewed with humor
and unconcern by many Saga
employees at Kenyon, You and
the Saga Way outlines the re-
sponsibilities of both the student
and the company. Saga's job
seems simple enough, "to supply
wholesome, palatable, nutritious
food." Like so much of Saga's
roast beef, this is not always well
done. The student-employe- e, ex- -
In fact, Saga believes that the
waiter's appearance contributes a
great deal to his success. The
handbook takes a reassuring
tone: "Appearance is not what
you have but what you do with it.
It is not as much a matter of
good looks as it is of posture and
cleanliness. One would be wise to
give special attention to a win-
ning smile and clean hands, the
two most noticeable traits of a
superior waiter." Dick Kinley,
Assistant Resident Manager, ac-
knowledged that supervision of
plains the pamphlet, is to serve employees in regard to this sug- -
Sagafood with efficiency and gestion is close to impossible, but
courtesy. The booklet resists sug- - that a smiling waiter "sure makes
gesting a method whereby Saga things a lot more pleasant."
might adequately fulfill its func-
tion, but it supplies pages of
sagacious information for food
develop your skills
The handbook reveals that a
personnel file is kept by the
Dean of Students on each em
ployee to be used to give
can ence information to future em- -
This is the opening scene to
ABC's newest addition to camp
viewing The Green Hornet
(Fridays at 7:30) . Memories came
back at the advance reports of
this latest revival huddled next
to a gargantuan Silvertone en-
tranced by the Hornet's weekly
exploits. Just as tfie William Tell
Overture conjured visions of the
masked lawman and the great
horse Silver, Flight of the Bum-
blebee meant that the green clad
avenger was on his way. Then
television grew up, and radio be-
came the hunting ground of cre-
tins turned disc jockey. Where
police and gangsters had failed,
rock and roll silenced the Green
Hornet. And as radio died, hordes
of meddlesome mothers were
flocking about the banner of pry-
ing psychiatrists forming an
army that was to emasculate
comic bonks. Radio and the com-
ics entertainment media of a
simpler age and a simpler audi-
ence were laid to rest together.
Eager to repeat their first suc-
cess with mass camp, ABC an-
nounced their intentions of re-
viving the Green Hornet. I had
seen the aftermath of their
handiwork in the television Bat-
man, and when word came that
in dealing ployers. Saga employees are rated Batman's producer, William
with people, discipline yourself throughout the year both by head Dozier, was to do the Green
in working efficiently, and ex- - waiters and by Mr. Boyer, who Hornet as well, I gritted my
perience a vital side of life which consider work performance, at- - teeth in dread anticipation. The
is easily missed at college self- - titude, appearance, cooperation, result premiered September 9 and
sufficiency." There are, however, punctuality, and dependability in proved to be a welcome surprise,
certain rules which govern the their evaluation. Not only had ABC done a credit-Sag- a
Way of Life; infractions re- - Practical advice offered to able job of adapting the old radio
suit either in demerits or in ex- - waiters includes the suggestion, show for television, but they had
:n's students and faculty, and pulsion from Sagaland. Demerits that, for banquets though not actually succeeded in producing
aM of the more liberal element called balls are given by a necessarily for normal meals
of Mount Vernon's population. headwaiter to an employee for plates should be in perfect shape
for unsatis- - and "preferably all the sameOn tardiness or absence,opening day Mr Hayes of- -
:'ed his patrons 'free Coca-Co- la factorv work for bscene lan" kind" 0n a more ideal level 15 a
aw j euaee. or for failure to return a discussion of attitude: "A student
a camp masterpiece. The Green
Hornet (Only three people know
he is really Britt Reid, wealthy
publisher of "the Daily Sentinel)
is in his old form, albeit clad in
Iu uniform. Expulsion is engendered with interest in his job, enthu- - the latest men's wear. Kato, hisgossip and advice as their
Purchases deserved He spoke bv three balls or any of the fo1" siasm to do his best' desire t0 im faithful oriental houseboy
(Japa-ithnl- 0,
v.u: lowing misdemeanors: not work- - prove and genuine concern for nese until Pearl Harbor, then by
'ess, his wider selection of inS a shift durinS a dance week'H his larrpr Wrfr Hp- - end or the week of final examin- -
Psttment, his various imported ations: brawling; stealing;
ers. Discuwin tv,o m,ttp subordination,
Je expressed satisfaction about
number of new faces. He was
" wme to young men who may
'ot look twenty-on- e years old.
e spoke hesitantly about "the
jys in Columbus" and then re-ew- ed
his long-standi- ng friend--
Hotel Curtis
on the Square
Mount Vernon
Knox Beverage
Company
393-115- 6
m- -
ways with official sanction. Smok"
ing, eating, chewing gum, and
talking loudly are prohibited
(apparently drinking is not).
Student employees are to be
people anu Llltli UU1111U1 I will aumc nuioLic a. x iiiiiiJiiiu na- -
doubt have the right attitude for tionality now unspecified) is back
any situation . . . From this basic to wheel Black Beauty through
attitude stems all other phases of the nighted streets and assist in
and dispatching crooks with sinisterpersonality, popularity per--theCertain rules devised by
Saga national office have Deen
rbed, however by a report, discounted by Kenyon's resident Finally, the handbook discusses
Proved false, that "some manager, Bill Boyer. Despite a waiter's "rigid responsibility
soon in the freshman class" what the handbook says, Kenyon to himself, which calls for the
Mr. Hayes something less employees are permitted to wear courage to set your goal at ex- -
gullible and something more short pants while working, utner teii.c .u u c - r
immoral kq rnles are disregarded, but not al- - tain it." Armed with a servmfr ing
spoon, with elephant scabs as am-
munition, the student-employ- ee
enters Sagaland with morals,
with manners, with magnanimity.
The Village Inn
Welcomes all Students
and Dates
Pizza Villa
Pizza and Hot Subs
Open 7-1- 2 Sun. 7 hours
7-- 1 Fri.-Sa- t.
10 E. Ohio Ave. 392-896- 6
Compliments of
Larry's Carry Out
Alcove
Mt. Vernon
Restaurant Cocktails
Dine at Dorothy's
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oriental fighting secrets.
Unlike Batman, the Green
Hornet was not a comic hero. As
did Batman, the Hornet appeared
in a movie serial, and there was
a Green Hornet comic at one
time. This however was publish-
ed to cash in on his radio fame
and wasn't very successful. The
Green Hornet was a radio char-
acter, and perhaps this made the
transition to television easier.
There is an important distinction
between mass camp and camp,
and Batman and the Green
Hornet are a splendid example
of this. Mass camp tries to be
funny. It's done tongue in cheek
with intent to be ridiculous. To
be true camp the form must be
unintentional absurd situations
and lines were meant to be taken
seriously. The difference is like
that of a smart kid who tries to
be funny and one whose ingenu-
ousness is amusing. The Green
Hornet is pure camp. Its dialog
is straight out of the 30's, as are
the situations confronting the
Hornet. It's hard to keep from
hoods. He uses this ambiguous
position to his advantage and is
regarded by the criminal class as
a brother hoodlum.
What makes the show, how-
ever, is the fidelity with which
ABC has managed to reproduce
all of the mood and style of the
original show. The Green
Hornet is done straight, without
the crazy villains and funny
Zowier of Batman. The differ-
ence is immediately apparent.
The atmosphere of the Green
Hornet is dark and menacing.
Action is almost entirely at night,
with violence and death erupting
from dark alleys and empty
buildings. At least four people
were murdered in the first epi-
sode, and the second began with
a stoolie trapped in a dark ware-
house, where he is strangled by a
spider-lik- e creature in black who
swings from hidden ropes. The
old radio show was not one of
which parents approved. The vil-
lains are more realistic as well
crueler and more efficient or-
ganized crime conducted in the
conventional manner. There are
no costumed crooks or recurring
villains.
The Green Hornet is a super
hero of another color as well; he
might best be described as a
super anti-her- o. He is wanted by
the police and spends as much
time dodging their bullets as
those of the underworld. The
problem is not so much that the
police don't care for masked
avengers who take the law into
their own hands it's more of a
misunderstanding which leads to
the Green Hornet's being blamed
for half the crimes he's trying to
solve. But the underworld ac-
cepts him as one of their own
a sort of rival. "The Green
Hornet doesn't like competition,"
he sneers to a gang of captured
chuckling when a rescued girl ex-
claims: "There I was tied up
and helpless, about to become
another victim of Colony and his
gang! And there he was the
Green Hornet!" And here he is,
after 15 years in limbo slightly
modernized but as camp as ever.
Tony's Sandwich Shop
Mt. Vernon
Pizza Open 24 hours
Burger Chef
Mount Vernon
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freshman Randy St. John in action.
Lords Set to Win
by Richard Brean
The Kenyon Soccer team, led by coach Bob Harrison, is off to
an excellent start, tying the University of Toledo in a scrimmage 1 to
1 and beating Wilmington College 4 to 1 in regular season play.
Against Toledo, the Lords took an early 1- -0 lead on a goal by Chip
Lowery. However, the Rockets managed to deadlock the score in
the third period to earn a tie. This tie was especially satisfying to
Coach Harrison in view of the fact that the Rockets started several
European and Latin American players. The Wilmington game is
described elsewhere in this issue.
IN BOTH GAMES, the Kenyon
line turned in a fine performance.
The pace for the Lords' rapid-fir- e
offensive play is set by Co-Capt- ain
Craig Jackson, who plays
right wing and is ably backed up
by Senior Jerry Miller. Jackson's
partner at left wing is Ray
Rainka. Chip Lowery and Randy
St. John start at right and left
inside, although insides Art Jack-
son and Paul Rigali are almost
equally skilled, and provide great
depth at the inside position.
THE BACKFIELD, in Coach
Harrison's words, suffers from, "a
lack of depth and speed," but it
has turned in a highly credible
job, and is rapidly developing the
needed depth and speed. Center
fullback Larry Witner, right full
Dick Baker and left full Andy
Bersin combine to make the
Lords' last line of defense a very
tight one, and give great comfort
to goalies Rick Haskins, Jeff
Thompson and Ed Pope. Though
hustling Co-Capt- ain Bill "Piggy"
Northway was unable to play the
first two games due to an injury,
but he will be back at his full-
back position in time for the Hi-
ram game. All three goalies have
seen action in the games, with
Rick Haskins starting in the first
two.
THE HALFBACK LINE is
composed of Ned Smyth at center
half, Jay Natoli at right half and
Jon Kaufman at left half. Kauf-
man and Natoli split their duties
with Steve Becker and Jon Meigs,
two other fine wing halfbacks.
FOR MOST OF THE YEAR,
Harrison plans to play a four
lineman three halfback three
fullback lineup. This differs from
the usual five lineman three
halfback two fullback lineup in
that Witner, who would normally
play center halfback, plays more
defensively as a center fullback.
Ned Smyth, who would normally
play center forward, plays more
like a center halfback than a
lineman. By giving an extra man
to the defense, Harrison has bal-
anced his skilled and powerful
line with hustling and aggressive
backs. The Lords' great depth in
line and halfback positions al-
lows Harrison to substitute fre-
quently, which gives the Lords
more hustle and wears down the
opposition. Sophomore Bob
Leighton and freshmen John
Friis-Mikkelse- n, Matt Kaplan,
Sam Dorrance and Doug Flem-min- g
all have been improving
rapidly.
THE TEAM has been hurt by
the absence of last year's Captai-
n-elect, Biff Stickle, who hasn't
returned to Kenyon from Beirut,
Lebanon. Also missing is last
year's leading scorer, Lee Bow-
man.
Despite a schedule which in-
cludes such soccer powerhouses
as Denison, Ohio State and Ohio
Wesleyan, Harrison is quite opti-
mistic. He feels that, "This year's
team is better than last year's.
We have more speed in the back-fiel- d,
good spirit, and fine potent-
ial."
THE COACH and the whole
team are especially anxious to
win the Hiram game. "Hiram
will have more hustle than
Wilmington," predicts the Chief,
"but we should beat them just
the same."
it
Hat Tricker Chip Lowery
1
New Shape
For Fitness
by Bob Cummings
Mr. George H. Christman, the
new athletic trainer and assistant
to the director of physical educa-
tion is a man of few words. Dis-
cussing his lifelong interest in
athletics, he continually stresses
the importance of being in good
physical condition.
"The boys are in pretty bad
shape," he told the Collegian in
a recent interview, and added
"What we need are more physical
requirements and more room to
work in." He clarified this state-
ment by citing the specific needs
of testing and rehabilitation
equipment and particularly a new
wing for the field house that
would encompass a larger wrest-
ling room.
Buddha-lik- e while sitting on one
of the training tables in the field
house, Mr. Christman rubbed his
chin with his huge right hand and
pondered deliberately over each
question for a few seconds before
answering. He seemed a most
friendly and relaxed man and one
might have a hard time budging
him from his convictions.
Within three days of the open-
ing of the new college year,
rumors were flying that the col-
lege had finally done the unmen-
tionable, it had hired an athletic
trainer, the first one in Kenyon's
history. Would this North Olm-stea- d,
Ohio native terrorize the
students and force them into
shape?
Very soon, however, other ru-
mors, quite true in fact, were
heard. "The trainer is a good
guy!" and "Don't worry, you can
still take archery." Mr. Christ-ma- n
added to these friendly com-
ments by saying, "My main re-
sponsibility is the care and pre-
vention of athletic injuries. My
job, thank goodness, is not to
lead jumping jacks and mile runs.
Rather, I try to teach the boy how
to avoid being hurt. Mr. Christ-ma- n
mentioned that "care and
prevention" consist of first aid,
prescribed treatment, taping, and
instruction in the use of special
protective equipment.
As for this year's teams and
their chances for success, the new
trainer emphasized that he was
not familiar with the colleges in
the league, but felt that the foot-
ball team should do fairly well.
After a moment of organizing his
.thoughts, Mr. Chirstman said,
"When you mention a trainer,
people often think you mean ani-
mals or something. Actually, if
there are any injuries, my job is
to get the boy back in shape as
fast as possible. The player is no
good to the team if he is lying on
a table!"
Mr. Christman is acutely aware
of the stress on academics here
on the Hill, but he also realizes
that athletics are extremely valu-
able as an outlet for pent-u- p
energy and as a builder for spirit
and morale. Both hands clasped
behind his crew-c- ut head, seem-
ingly in an effort to exhume the
right words, Mr. Christman con-
cluded by saying, "Anybody can
get hurt. If you are out of con-
dition, the chances are that much
greater. The one's who aren't in
condition are the ones who need
the most care."
Take heed, Lords!
fc - 1 It m t
Trainer George Christman.
Fabulous
Freshmen
by Richard Brean
The strongest factor in the
Kenyon soccer team's fine im-
provement this year has been the
outstanding play of freshman
members of the team.
NED SMYTH, a product of the
Millbrook School, Millbrook, New
York, holds down the center half-
back position for the Lords. Dur-
ing his three year soccer career
at Millbrook, Ned alternated be-
tween right wing and center for-
ward, winning three letters.
Smyth, after his first two Kenyon
starts, feels that, ". . . we can
go pretty far if we work together
and get in shape."
Pittsford (N.Y.) High School
provided Kenyon with two ad-
ditional freshman starters, RAY
RAINKA and RANDY ST. JOHN.
Rainka performs at left wing, the
same position where he received
two letters playing in high
school. Also a two-lett- er man at
Pittsford, St. John starts at left
inside for the Lords. In making
his official statement to The Col-
legian, St. John could only rev-
erently repeat the words of Co-Capt- ain
Bill "Piggy" Northway,
"Let's go out and really trash
them!"
Another frosh, JON KAUF-
MAN, has been used extensively
both as a left halfback and as a
center forward. Captain of the
soccer team at Kiskiminetas
Springs School in Saltsburg,
Penn., Kaufman played left in-
side and won three letters. Very
optimistic, Jon commented: "This
team has real drive, and I think it
will be a good season. Personal-
ly, I'm hoping for a .500 year, but
we play some extremely rough
teams."
STEVE BECKER, who captain-
ed and was awarded three soccer
letters at Ossining (N.Y.) High
School, plays halfback, alternat-
ing with Jay Natoli. Like Kauf- -
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Lords AggressiveCollegian Lose Victorious!)
by Bob Garland
Kenvon's Lords displayed aggressive defensive foot;
Saturday night in their game with Centre College, one of .
country's top small college teams. 1 his year Centre is favc.:
to beat Sewanee, which buried Kenyon last year, 56-- 0.
After being blanked fot
quarters this season, the L-.-mana- ged
their first score ot
year in the third period, fci:
ing an inspiring half-tim- e ;
by Coach Watts. The Lords I
gan their scoring drive on t
own 45 after a punt from &
in Centre territory. After two.
completions, Jeff Jones hit ;
Rattray with a 21 yard past
the Centre 34. A first downp
to l-i-ee v an v uris neuea i yc
and on second down a pau
Rattray and a personal
against Centre moved the b
the 10. On first down Jones!
5 yards but on second downE;
tray made a diving catch
the middle to bring the bi
the 4. A third down pass it.
complete, but on fourth and r.
Rattray speared a down-and- -:
pass from Jones for the L::
first score of the season. A
point conversion pass attemp:
short.
THE GAME STARTED C:
on the same note as last k
encounter with Defiance. Or;-- ,
first play from scrimmag-:- . ;'
Jones pass was intercepted l.
returned to the Kenyon 20. F:
plays later Ingram scored ;
Centre on a one yard run. T:
extra point attempt was b'.ci.
by John Greller.
After two Centre touchix
in the second quarter, the L::
defense stiffened, allowing
100 yards on Centre's 40 play;
ALONG WITH the dete
spirited play, Dale "the E-- :i
Profusek's punting was sr
outstanding, averaging ckx
40 yards per kick. On one o!
longer kicks. 48 yards, Ce:::
Schenz ran the punt 68 ya:
a touchdown, but this specU- :-
run was nullified by one c;
home team's many penalties.
AFTER A STRONG it
half in which the Lords f.
played the Colonels on defc
team morale was high
thoughts turned to this S- i-
day's home game with Otteis- -
Co-capt- ain Bill Brown is f
sure of a victory Saturday ii
Lords can maintain its defei
play and ignite its offense.
KENYON
CENTRE
CENTRE
15
169
82
8-- 9
1
8-3- 4
10-10- 8
2-- 1
0
14
first downs
rushing
passing
passes
interceptions
punts
penalties
fumbles-los- t
6
0
RENTE
man, Becker sees the pros?
for a fine season. "If wye hit
I'm pretty sure we'll have a- -
nine season ."
FT.FMMTNrn JEFF G0L
BERG, MATT KAPLAN
JOHN FRIIS-MIKKELSE- N
provided the varsity with u
able backfield and line
Another first year man,
POPF. rWiHs-- H tn learn ho'
tend goal this year, and has
come extremely effective.
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Yale Greenfield
Jon Meigs scrambling to gain possession.
IN NEED OF HARDWARE,
PLUMBING, OR ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES?
Visit Knox County's Leading
Hardware Store
"Good Service to You a Pleasure to Us"
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Yale Greenfield
Lords celebrale Art Jackson's goal, which tied the game early in the second period.
Soccer Handles Quakers
Continued from page 1
,.), a half of a minute of
vj'ic scrambling in front of the
icmington goal, after which the
rebounded off the goal post
Watson "Chip" Lowery put
I3vay for his first goal of the
:3e. Watson's next tally came
I
few minutes later when he put
to ball and lined it into the
,:-j-
er of Wilmington's goal for
j second score of the afternoon.
Islington's hopes were fading
:s::y, and as the taste of vic--- 7
grew stronger, the Lords
pew hungrier.
EARLY IN THE FOURTH
PERIOD, LowTey again beat
Emington's goalie to give him a
national "hat trick" of three
t:is. Although the Lords con-rj- ed
to pressure the Quakers,
Savon's lead remained at 4 to 1
ran the final gun sounded.
After the game, Lowrey was
viable for comment in the
riirlpool bath. Watson said that
scoring the hat trick ". . . felt
great, but it was a team effort
all the way."
THE GAME was almost a per-
fect team effort. Fullbacks Andy
Bersin and Dick Baker, and half
fullback Larry Witner worked
very hard and were careful to
make no serious mistakes. Wil-
mington's penalty kick and sub-
sequent score was a bad luck re-
sult of a purple hands ball in the
Lords' defensive zone. Co-Capt- ain
Bill "Piggy" Northway was
unable to play in the game, but
his leg will be better in time for
Hiram.
THE HUSTLE of Kenyon's
halfbacks also formed an indis-
pensable part in the Lords' vic-
tory. Jay Natoli, Steve Becker,
Jon Meigs and Jon Kaufman
played well and were alternated
by Coach Harrison at the two HB
positions in an effort to keep the
Kenyon halfbacks going 100
and to wear down the opposition.
FRESHMAN NED SMYTH
7
n
H
played at the center forward
halfback position in the Lords'
four linemen three halfback
three fullback lineup. Kenyon
showed what seems to be limit-
less power in the line. Craig
Jackson, Ray Rainka, Chip Low-
ery and Randy St. John were a
fearsome threat of power to Wil-
mington, while the second line,
composed of Jerry Miller, Art
Jackson, Paul Rigali and Douglas
Flemming were almost equally
formidable. Jackson made several
perfect crosses, and both he and
Rainka came very close to scoring
several times.
Several team members felt that
another important factor in the
game was the 300 or so biased
Kenyon fans who came down to
watch the Quakers' vivid green
clash with the Lords' purple.
SATURDAY the Lords face
Hiram, who the Lords expect to
defeat in an equally decisive
manner, although they will be
better than Wilmington.
BROOMS
Continued from page 1
Norton. There were two open
closets awaiting the first floor.
Watson failed to place in the
broom derby, with only one closet
open in the entire building.
Housing Kenyon's elite apart-
ment dwellers, Peirce Hall has
the worst mop shortage on cam-
pus. There is one broom closet
on the third floor of Peirce,
tightly locked.
Three closets stand ready for
student use in mighty Leonard
Hall. None, however, house
brooms. In Old Kenyon, most of
what appeared to be service
closets held a great variety of
things, but again no brooms.
Some were makeshift phone
booths, some were completely
empty, and other were being
put to use as wine cellars.
But because of its numerous
wings and copious supply of
closets, Old Kenyon appeared to
be slightly better off than other
dormitories. Four locked closets
were discovered on the first floor,
one locked and one open on the
second floor, two locked and two
ajar on the third floor, and one
open on the fourth floor.
Hanna Hall rivaled Watson,
with only one unlocked closet in
the entire dormitory.
With impromptu survey results
in hand, the Collegian staff mem-
ber confronted a wary Harry
Roberts, who responded much as
he has for the past several years,
by promising to undertake his
own inspection. Meanwhile, we
wish Mr. Roberts Godspeed in his
endeavor, and wonder just what
horrors lurk beneath the accum-
ulating debris in dormitory
rooms.
r
ZlMvS
Fancy Fruits and Vegetables
KENYON'S TWO NEW
TOUGH DEFENDERS
by Don Omahan
The beginning of football practice a few weeks ago
found Kenyon Coach Henry Johnson facing many problems.
One of the main tasks of the 1966 edition of the Lord's foot-
ball team was to patch up many of the big leaks in the de-
fense which had been quite evident during last year's cam-
paign.
Now that the season is well underway, Coach Johnson
can rest assured that one of the biggest leaks, the defensive
tackle position, is on its way to being plugged up. The holq
patchers in this case are two new students on campus, Jeff
"Big Bear" Enck and Eugene "Buddha" Peterson.
THE BIG BEAR
Jeff Enck, a junior, is a transfer student from Trinidad
Junior College, Trinidad, Colorado. Football has been a part
of "Big Bear" Enck's life for quite some time. His high
school ball was played at Toledo Delvibess High School, a
strong football power in the Northern Ohio area. While at
Delvibess, Enck made the All-Tole- do Football Team.
At Trinidad Junior College, one of the top rated junior
college football powers in the United States, Enck was a
starter for two years. In his second year, he gained the
distinction of being chosen to the All-Conferen- ce Team.
Although "Big Bear" is new to Kenyon College as a
student, he is not new to the College campus and the town
of Gambier. His parents are the owners of the Village Inn,
and his grandfather is known to all Kenyon men as Banker
Brown, manager of The People's Bank.
Enck holds down the defensive tackle spot for the Lords.
The team's biggest man at six feet and 260 pounds, he poses
a threat to the opposition whenever he is on the field. Re-
garding this year's team as one that is "going to surprise a
lot of people," the "Big Bear" is certain that the Lords are
"slowly finding their capabilities." Enck also pointed out
that, after the tremendous game that the Lords played in
the second half against Centre, "No Kenyon man has to
Lords as "a team of great spirit and a never-di- e attitude."
will continue to do so until the season is completed."
THE BUDDHA
Eugene Peterson, also a defensive tackle, is in his fresh-
man year. He came to Kenyon from Wooster Prep School
in Danbury, Conn., where he played football for two years.
In. hia final year at Wooster, "Buddha" Peterson was the
very capable captain of the football team.
For Peterson, Kenyon football is proving to be a "re-
warding experience." Weighing in at 230 pounds and stand-
ing an even six feet tall, he has given considerable problems
to the opposition this year. A vastly improving player, he
should develop into one of Kenyon's outstanding gridders.
Sharing Enck's sentiments, Peterson regards this year's
Lord's as "a team of great spirit and a never-di- e attitude."
He went on to say that "the combination of seasoned vet-
erans with talented new-come- rs should provide a consistant
attack."
Peterson and Enck, both proud to be members of Ken-
yon's football team, are only two reasons why the rest of
the Lord's season should be viewed with an air of optimism.
With players of their attitude and with their desire on the
Kenyon team, there is little doubt that Kenyon's Lords will
make their presence known on Ohio Conference football
fields this year.
Barncord Shoe Repair
37 Public Square
Soling and Heeling
Paul's Flowers
49 Public Square
Phone 393-404- 5
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
COOPER-BESSEME- R COMPANY
A DIVISION QFCOOPER INDUSTRIES. INC.
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New Nazarene College
Continued
A" on the church's map and con- -
sists of Ohio, eastern Kentucky,
and West Virginia. Mr. Nease
also mentioned that the proximity
of other colleges and graduate
schools including Kenyon had
some bearing on the choice.
Opening date for the new Naz-
arene college, the seventh of such
colleges in the United States, is
set for the fall of 1968. Eventual-
ly, plans call for a four year pro-
gram with an enrollment of 1500.
However, for the first year Mr.
Nease said that it is most prob-
able that only freshmen will be
admitted and that the school will
probably continue as a two year
junior college for several years
thereafter. The four year pro-
gram would be instituted at the
earliest possible date.
Mr. Dally described Nazarene
schools as being of good academic
report, and as having rather
strict religious and moral discip-
line no drinking, smoking, etc.
As one observant Mount Vc
barber put it: "Their girls won't
do the kind of things you guys
like you know, drinking and
things."
When questioned about any
conflict which might arise be-
tween church teaching and princ-
iples of academic freedom, the
Rev. Mr. Nease observed that
"We've never had those who have
felt stifled by any such church
doctrine," and went on to ex-
plain that his church believes
that this sort of discipline en-
hances education, rather than
conflict with it. He also stated
that since most of the teachers at
Nazarene colleges have already
expressed some committment to
he church (usually about 25
are ministers) such disputes are
not likely to arise.
Curriculum emphasis will be on
teacher education (from experi-
ence the Nazarenes find that
about one-thi- rd of their gradu-
ates enter the teaching profes-
sion) and religious training.
Much, though by no means all, of
the religious program at the
school is expected to lead a sig-
nificant portion of the students to
service in the Nazarene church.
What tuition at the school will
be is still unknown, but other
Nazarene colleges rank some-
what above the typical state uni-
versities, in the lower range of
private schools.
Mount Vernon officials look for-
ward to the advent with pleas-
ure and assurance. They expect
about $100,000 to be poured into
their economy initially, with
more to come as the college ex-
pands. They also are confident
in their belief that such an in-
stitution will create no harmful
social disturbance such as might
be associated with new housing
Welcome To
Ringwalt's
Men's Shop
Downtown - 1st Floor
LYNCH'S BARBERSHOP
8:30 - 5:00
Farr Bldg. Rear lower level
Complete
Hours
855 Coshocton Ave.
from page 1
or industrial developments. As
Mr. Dally affirms, "It's the best
way to grow."
Comment from Kenyon has not
been, lacking either. President
Lund in a statement in the Mt.
Vernon News on September 17th
praised the church's decision to
locate in Mount Vernon. Mr.
Tracy Scudder sees the coming
of the new school as forshadow-in- g
the transformance bf the
Mount Vernon-Gambi- er area into
an academic center. "This will be
a very real value," he says, "like
the Claremont schools in Cali-ornia- ."
Mr. Scudder also foresees
a "time when there will be a
student, and possibly, a professor
exchange." Mr. Nease, in a simi-
lar vein, remarked that there
might well be very fine areas for
cooperation" in the future.
While the Nazarene school
(which will be named at an Oct.
13 meeting of the board, in Mt.
Vernon) is still a junior college,
Mr. Scudder expects that we will
draw "their more qualified grad-
uates," and states that as they
attain their four year program,
"We will welcome the competi-
tion." "One of the things we fight
is Kenyon's isolation," he says.
"And with this area becoming an
educational center this would be
less true." As Mr. Scudder says,
and apparently, as Kenyon's ad-
ministration sees it, the Nazarene
college is "Plus all the way!"
Telephones
Continued from page 1
Company was formed this year
as a wholly owned subsidiary of
Telephone Service, Inc., of Ohio,
and assumed the responsibilities
of other wholly owned subsidi-
aries of Telephone Service, in-
cluding the Mount Vernon Tele-
phone Company, which have since
ceased to exist. This was part of
a consolidation program in which
Telephone Service reduced the
number of its operating subsidi-
aries from six to three.
On January 1, Telephone Serv-
ice will become a wholly owned
subsidiary of United Utilities,
Inc., which has headquarters in
Kansas City and operated tele-
phone systems throughout the
Midwest. It is the third largest
telephone system in the United
States, surpassed only by the
gargantuan Bell System and by
General Telephone and Electron-
ics Corporation.
Wines, Pop, Snacks
Hayes Grocery
Farr Bldg.
9 WEST VINE STREET
MOUNT VERNON. OHIO
Want Lisu Cordially Invited
PHONE 397-193- 1
Car Service
9-- 9
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
McGinnis
Continued from page
felt he had in the subject. The
great merit of a critic such as
Virginia Woolf or George Orwell
or Harrv Levin in some of his
ceeding the limit by as little as 2
miles per hour. Deputy Marshal
McGinnis is equipped with radar.
But nothing scares the intrepid
motorists. Last weekend a Ken
yon student was clocked at 90
miles per hour in a 60 zone, and
at 60 in a 35 zone. His excuse:
"I was warming her up." On
Monday a speeding student who
was pursued at speeds approach-
ing 90 told McGinnis, "I think I
was doing 65."
On the same evening the new
Deputy Marshal told four stu-
dents who had cars parked il-
legally near fraternity lodges to
move their vehicles. He issued
no tickets. However, a warning
ticket was given to the operator
of an automobile with only one
working headlight and no license-pla- te
light. Later in the evening
officer McGinnis checked out a
trash fire at the Gambier Co-o- p,
and removed a child's wagon
from a street near Mcllvane
Place.
Seemingly inconsequential
events like these are all part of
the Deputy Marshal's day, which
begins shortly after he leaves
work at a Mount Vernon factory.
He also looks for cars parked on
the wrong side of the street,
junked cars and refrigerators left
lying along public ways, and peo-
ple making U-tur- ns in the city
limits. A great gun enthusiast, he
packs a .38 caliber revolver (I'm
not a bad marksman with it")
Give the dictionary
that caught up with
the English language
There't been a "word explosion" In the English Nidjek kdiwo I mand opoq. ryus ghajsi g ihjkl;
language.
..thousands of new words and phrases an0 sjsi. ekdhd ifldj eudnd, nxjsiw palqj. ..zlaibf
In Ihe past ten years. What we speak today Is really Hoake . .jdue. Chjsi jakdo sjeu kslao sjei naks I
a new English language. This Is Its dictionary aJc'10 aJske eusJs do(lls hdjeo apqja alqo. Bvaghi
Contains over 260,000 entrles-wl- th names oi TTJak J11, amdjeu ajdlsshJw oalwwks
people, places and events Included right In the
h haJsi ls akm
- -
.
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tor anybody In school or college.
ahd sjs. dhd ofldj eudnd. nxjsiw palqj...zl fheibs
Hoake jduei Chjsi jakdo sjeu kslao sjei nak Isjw
ajqicske eusjs dodls hdjeo apqja alqo. Byag siks
uahsie laks, boek, amdjeu ajdisshjw oal'w akeis
Nidjekdiwo hniand opoq. ryus ghajsi gls sihjkls
ahd i ekdhd ofidj eudnd. nxjsiw palqj zl fheibs.
Hoa. ..jduei ("hjsi jakdo sjeu kslao sjei naklsjw
ajqio-sk- e eusjs dodls hdjeo apqja alqo. Byag siks
uahs le laks. boek. amdjeu ajdis shjw oaiw akeis
ore ufjfpw llbjtxqh ydcd byo mhtrve
ahd... kdiwo hmand opoq, ryus ghajsi gls aihjkls
Hoasi ekdhd ofldj eudnd, nxjsiw palqj. ..zlfheibs
ajqio... jduei Chjsi jakdo sjeu kslao sjei na Isjw
uahs jske eusjs dodls hdjeo apqja alqo. Byapsiks
Nidjne laks, boek, amdjeu ajdis shjw oalw keis
ahd k kdiwo hmand opoq, ryus ghajsi gls sihjkls
Hoasi.ekdhd ofldj eudnd, nxjsiw palqj zlfheibs
ajqio.. .jduei Chjsi jakdo sjeu kslao sjei ks Isjw
uahs jske eusjs dodls hdjeo apqja alqo. B h siks
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.... . t if J.1work" he continued, "is xnai me
reader is led back to the book or
author being talked about, rather
than pointed permanently in uis
other direction.
"I also hope we can get off the
bandwagon for the more fashion-
able writers," he remarked. "Bel
low, Malamud, Styron, and Roth
don't need the Review's help in
order to find an appreciative
audience. Nor do Eliot and Joyce,
or Proust and Kafka. I should
rather devote our space to essays
about good writers who have not
had much notice in recent years
or have had almost no notice
at all. "For instance," Mr. Lanning
explained, "I've been trying to
get Kay Boyle to write on Djuna
Barnes, and I'm looking for some-
one who can give us a good piece
on Christina Stead. And nobody's
done much lately with Richard
Hughes.
Mr. Lanning then described
what material he would like to
see used in the review section.
"I'm hoping that we can increas- -
and will help to sponsor the Ken-
yon Pistol Club this year. His
ten years' experience as an auto
mechanic will help him in his
plans to initiate a Gambier auto
inspection, in which he will check
for bad mufflers and other auto-
motive defects.
"I enjoy this work," says Mc-
Ginnis, who plans to stay in
Gambier, and would like to corn- -
plete the 120 hours of classroom
training required to make his
title just plain "Marshal."
j JZ
There are thousands of words
in the English language that
didn't exist ten Christmases ago.
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ajqio jske iusjs dodls siks
uahs ie laks, boek, keis
Gore ujrfpw libit
ydceW byo mhtrve 3
ajqio aie laks. boek, tsiks
uahs k kdiwo hman akeis
Nidjesi ekdhd ofl smjkis
ahd s- - . iduei Chi f hoiks
Hoaktjske eusjs dod Isjw
ajqio aie laks. boek. ..siks ljalis kdiwo hman. keis I
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Ammla V l 1 enll .iuBijr a uion to de.
serving books that the other tt.
view media have overlooked,"
said. "Publications like The Ife.
York. Keview o) tsooks are t
some extent supplanting
was formerly a function of tfe
quarterlies the long review if
the serious book and I thjj
we've got to find a new justify.
tion for this part of the ma.
zine." He concluded with a sum-mar- y
of the Kenyon Review,
future direction in purpose
a;-forma-
t.
"I think the Revi
claim to attention will afe
rest heavily on its fiction and it
criticism," he said. "You can't r
in Gambier, Ohio and edit ;
political journal, or one that puj.
ports to keep up faithfully v'z
urban goings-o- n. But there's it-reaso- n
why you can't public'
from Kenyon College the verr
best new examples of imaginativ;
and critical writing. It also sees
to me that by avoiding the wti
of fashion you can create a szC
but solid fashion of your own. Te
aren't swayed here by every ui
enthusiasm, nor are we under kt
obligation to perpetuate worn-:-- ;
reputations. We can go our or.
impartial way and that sees
to me the best path for any
azine trying for genuine exc-
ellence."
Curtis Hotel Barber Shop
Hank - Charlie
1 South Gay St.
Mt. Vernon
Nidjek,dhd ofldj eudnd, nxjsiw palqj. ..zla fheil
ahd sjsi duel Chjsi jakdo sjeu kslao sjei naks lsj
Hoake e eusjs dodls hdjeo apqja alqo. Byagh sil
ajqio e laks. boek, amdjeu ajdis shjw oalwh ake
uahfikdiwo hmand opoq, ryus ghajsi gls h sihjk
Nidj..ekdhd ofldj eudnd, nxjsiw palqj zla.fhe
ahd s .jduei Chjsi jakdo sjeu kslao sjei n injkls
Hoak ke eusjs dodls hdjeo apqja alqo. By. heibs
ajqio e laks. boek. amdieu ajdis shjw oalw . Isjw
uahs jaie laks. boek. amdjeu ajdis shjwisi .i siks
Nidjek kdiwo hmand opoq. ryus ghajsi odl akeis
Hoa aie laks, boek. ihjkls
ajqi siw palqj. ..zla neibs.
uahs. . kslao sjei nak . Isjw
Nid qja alqo. Byag-si- ks
ahd jdis shjw oalwh ikeif
Hoa s ghajsi gls h sihjkis
ajqi jsiw palqj zla fheibs.
uah-- u kslao sjei naks Isjw
eo apqja alqo. Byagh siks
ajdis shjw oalwh akeis
a ghajsi gls h sihjkls
, palqj zla fheibs.
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